**Side Event: Achieving Inclusive Cities Through Grassroots-Local Government Partnerships**

| ORGANIZATION (PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS) | Slum Dwellers International (SDI)  
|                                       | WIEGO  
|                                       | Huairou Commission  
| DATE/TIME                             | 26 July, 6:30 p.m.- 7:30 p.m.  
| VENUE                                 | Crystal1  
| DESCRIPTION                           | Achieving Inclusive Cities through Grassroots and Local Government Partnerships aims to explore urban development partnerships between local governments and grassroots constituencies by bringing the UCLG network representing local governments and three of the largest networks of grassroots leaders in the world - WIEGO, SDI, and HC. The event focuses on discussing best practices of partnership building between the grassroots organizations and local governments, addressing the enabling conditions and necessary considerations for making these practices sustainable. |